Pres. Carey To Swear In New Officers, Address Feb. Membership Meeting

President James H. Carey has been invited to swear in the new officers of Local 301 at a special meeting of the Executive Board Jan. 14. Originally, it was planned to have President Carey swear in the new officers and address the regular membership meeting Jan. 21. However, because the IUE has a meeting of the International Executive Board scheduled for the following day, it would not be possible for Carey to address the membership meeting on the 21st.

At the request of the Local 301 Executive Board members, the Board agreed that President Carey should be invited to attend the Jan. 14 meeting, swear in the officers, and then return in Schenectady for a full meeting of the Local 301 members and executive in the following week.

In response to the invitation, Carey has informed the Local that he will appreciate any support that can be offered for the meeting and that he looks forward to seeing everyone there.

IUE Overcomes GE Bribery, Union-Busting in Tyler, Texas

IUE has stopped another GE remedy shop deal in its tracks! The new plant is in Tyler, Texas. On Dec. 10 IUE overcame the union-busting campaign of GE's former officers. The vote was 392 for the UWE, 173 for IUE, and 34 for others. The UWE union was defeated by a large margin.

IUE has been working and GE kept its promise. Finally, after GE had failed many times to convince the workers of the superiority of their union, they began to act. The IUE had the first word and GE had the last.

The workers now realize that GE is not going to give them a job. The workers are much better off because of the actions of the IUE and the workers.
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Here's Reward! For Your GE Style In MIM!

Your GE housewives in White Plains, Yonkers, New Rochelle, New York City, Scranton, Wilkes Barre, Allentown, Illinois, and other parts of America are fighting the good fight to keep the public informed about GE's wonderful products. They are

Lack of Recognition—Not one housewife gets an increase in pay for a better job. Because in the group now at five dollars a week the best the company can do is to increase them to one and a half dollars. At least the company must be shown to be willing and able to increase their pay. You have one housewife a Happy New Year.

This is good old GE, doing everything they can to make housewives more efficient.

Union Dues Increase Today

The Local 311 union dues will be increased to $8.50 a month for Local 311 members, and $9.50 for Local 312 members, effective immediately. The increase was necessary to meet the increased costs of the union and to maintain the same level of benefits for members.

BASKETBALLS TO THE SKIES—Everything necessary to make a Christmas Party a smashing success was on hand for Local 311's Annual Holiday Christmas Party. The Party was held Dec. 25 in the now defunct Erie Hotel.

Company's Vacation Shut-down Schedule

Management has informed Union Headquarters of its schedule for Vacation shut-downs this summer. Here are the dates for departments as set forth in a letter from B. H. Schiff: Department Shut-down for Weeks Beginning

Local 301 To Aid Civil Rights Rally

The George, owned by Lucile, will host the Civil Rights Rally in Washington, D.C. on January 20.

Firing Case Victory Unique

The Local 101 union took a very important step by having an employee reinstated on his job after the case was heard by the company for allegedly "employee on the job.

Firing Case Trial

Local 101 has a very strong case for taking an employee to court on the issue of 'employee on the job.

GE's New Policy Arrives

GE's new policy is more far-reaching than any other policy of its kind, and is aimed at strengthening the company's relationship with its employees.

Here's Are the Facts

When we put out a statement on a cost of living or productivity increase, we say that the statement is agreed upon with GE. In our agreement, we states that the agreement shall last for one year from the date of agreement, renewable at the end of one year, unless the parties mutually agree to modify the terms of the agreement.

With the passage of the new policy, GE has taken a giant step forward in its efforts to improve relations with its employees. The policy is a clear indication of GE's commitment to the principle of mutual respect and understanding. By working together, GE and its employees can build a strong and prosperous future for both the company and the individual employees.